In this work we incorporate GB dark energy density and it's modification, MGB, with Chaplygin gas component. We show that, presence of Chaplygin gas provides us a feature to obtain an exact solution for scalar field and potential of scalar field. Investigation on squared of sound speed provides a lower limit for constant parameters of MGB model. Also, we could find some bounds for free parameters of model.
I. INTRODUCTION
Astrophysical data out coming from distant Ia supernova [1] , [2] , [3] , Large Scale Structure (LSS) [4] , [5] and Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) [6] , [7] indicate that the expanding universe is in an accelerating phase. A missing energy component with negative pressure, so called, dark energy may causes this kind of expansion. The universe consists of about %73 of homogeneously distributed dark energy(DE), ∼ %23 pressureless dark matter(DM), and ∼ %4 is denoted for the usual baryonic matter. Lots of models have been proposed for explaining dark energy [8] , [9] . Among many models, dynamical DE model with time varying equation of state (EOS) parameter have been given to solve some problems of standard cosmology such as coincidence problem. One of these series of models is Chaplygin gas (CG), first proposed by [10] and [11] . The initial idea of CG comes from aerodynamics [12] and regards it as a perfect fluid which plays a dual role in the history of the universe: it behaves as dark matter in the first epoch of evolution of the universe and as a dark energy at the late time. But the problem is that CG has some inconsistency with observational data like SNIa, BAO, CMB etc. [13] , [14] and [15] . So Generalized Chaplygin gas (GCG) [16] and Modified Chaplygin gas (MCG) [17] was introduced in order to establish a viable cosmological model.
In the other way, as a way it would be beneficial to involve a Guass Bonnet term (GB) in the action and coupled it with scalar field which modified four dimensional gravity [18] , [19] . Maybe this question arises why despite that the GB term does not contribute to the equations of motion, it has been involved in action? In fact, when it coupled to scalar field, which varies with time, it affects cosmological dynamics and as it has been shown in [20] at the background level a coupled Gauss-Bonnet term allows for a viable cosmology which could describe the early-time inflation and late-time acceleration.
In GB model, we propose density of dark energy as ρ Λ ∝ L −4 , because we want to consider density of dark energy in a natural way i.e. proportional to its volume without involving the black hole bound, as it has been studied thoroughly in [21] . But as we would show in this paper, the EoS parameter for GB dark energy model does not give rise to phantom phase of universe. Besides in [21] , author shows that presence of matter drastically converts
Friedmann equation into a nonlinear differential equation which changes the behavior of the EoS parameter and leads to w • ∼ −1.17 and allows for quintom behavior. However, in this paper, we incorporate GB dark energy density with a CG component without adding any matter content. Our motivation for this incorporation is that CG eases in order to have an ultraviolet modifications of the general relativity. The presence of the CG component also provides a smooth crossing of the cosmological constant line in this scenario [22] . In addition, corporation GB or MGB with different CG models (i.e. CG, GCG and MCG)
would be helpfull in order that obtain exact solution for scalar field and potential and would relieve us in order to determine some bounds for free parameters of model. So in the present paper, we investigate different cosmological solution for different composition of GB and CG models and we would show the traits for each one. Also, we would succeed in the frame work where κ 2 = 8πG = M −2 p = 1 and in natural unit where (h = c) = 1 and finally find that the best results which is consistent whit observation comes out when we consider MGB and GCG or MCG.
The outline of this paper is as follows: In next section, we introduce the GB dark energy and calculate the deceleration and EoS parameters. Then, in subsections 2.1 , 2.2 and 2.3
we investigate corporation GB with CG, GCG and MCG ,in turn, and then, scalar field and scalar potential is obtain by exact solution. Modification of GB leads to interesting cosmological consequences. Thus, In section III, the same procedure like section II has done by this difference that GB substitute by Modified Gauss Bonnet (MGB) energy density. In section IV, we would investigate Adiabatic Sound Speed, v 2 , which is one of the critical physical quantity in the theory of linear perturbation. In section V, we discuss on behavior of scalar field, scalar potential and deceleration parameter versus x for GB and MGB models and we gain some bounds for free parameters of models. Finally, we summarize our results in Sec. VI.
II. GAUSS BONNET DARK ENERGY IN A FLAT UNIVERSE
Gauss-Bonnet is invariant in 4-dimension and minimally coupled with curvature. Dark energy density in Gauss-Bonnet models is given by [21] as
where α is a positive dimensionless parameter and G is the 4-dimensional Gauss-Bonnet
In a FRW universe with flat spatial part
the Eq. (1) takes the form
By using the energy density ρ D , in absence of matter, Friedman equation in flat universe, yields
Defining the e-folding x with definition x = lna = −ln(1 + z), where z is the redshift parameter and using
Eq. (6) has the solution as
Where ξ = 8αH 2 0 − 1. Using the conservation equation
and Eqs. (4), (5), we can obtain the equation of state (EoS) parameter as
By using Eq.(7) the EoS parameter in term of x or z is given by
We see that the constant ξ plays a crucial role in the behavior of the EoS parameter. As for ξ = 0 (i.e. 8αH , or even phantom phase, w < −1. Here it would be usefull to determine the signature of the deceleration parameter q. By uses of Eqs. (5) and (7) we have
Because α and H 2 0 are positive parameters so ξ always must be greater than −1. Therefore, the deceleration parameter is always negative except for −1 < ξ < 0. In this way, the universe which is characterize by GB dark energy model could not exhibit a transition from deceleration to acceleration phase for ξ ≥ 0 against what we expect from observations.
A. Gauss Bonnet Chaplygin Gas Model
Chaplygin gas is a perfect fluid with equation of state (EOS) as below
where p and ρ are pressure and energy density and A is a positive constant. By substituting Eq. (12) into the continuity equation, energy density is obtained as
where B is an integration constant [26] . By using standard scalar field DE model, the energy density and pressure of scalar field are written as
By equating p CH = p φ and ρ CH = ρ φ , the scalar potential and the kinetic energy terms for the CG model:
The EOS parameter can be gained from Eq.s (14) and (15) as
By combining GB dark energy density with CG model we would calculate A and B constants.
Equating Eqs. (4) and (13) and using Eq. (5) we could obtain constant B as
Inserting Eq. (19) in Eq. (18), and using Eq.(10) the positive constant A is obtained as
Substituting A and B in Eqs. (16) and (17), we re-construct the scalar potential term
in this way kinetic energy term is obtained aṡ
According to φ ′ =φ H , where prime means derivatives with respect to x = ln a, so we have
We want to understand behavior of scalar field so we integrate Eq. (23) to gain scalar field in terms of x as
Eventually we rewrite the scalar potential with respect to the scalar field as
Here we established the connection between GB and CG models and reconstructed the potential and the dynamics of GB model to describe flat SCG universe. As it is seen, Eq.
(24) just permits negative values for scalar field for all values of x variable. Now, by use of Eq. (10) and (24) we obtain EoS parameter regarding scalar field as
This equation reveals that the EoS parameter for a universe with dark energy densitty in the form of GB DE model reaches to − 1 3 for infinity value of φ which represents a Quintessence phase of universe but never attains phantom phase.
B. Gauss Bonnet Generalized Chaplygin Gas
It's possible to extend CG to the so-called generalized Chaplygin gas and it would be usefull in order to have more consistency with observation as mentioned in introduction.
Hence, in the present case, we consider a GB dark energy density with a GCG fluid in background and discuss on the connection between GB and GCG models and rewrite the potential and dynamics of scalar fields in flat universe. The Equation of state of GCG is given by
where A is constant and 1 ≤ δ ≤ 2 [27] . If δ = 2 generalized chaplygin gas changes to chaplygin gas. As before, the energy density is obtained as
The scalar field model gives energy density and pressure of GCG as
So the scalar potential and kinetic energy terms take the form
The EOS parameter can be obtained as
Like it is done in previous subsection, we can obtain constant B by equating Eq. (4) and (28) as
Equating the EoS parameters: Eqs. (33) and (10) and Eq. (34), constant A obtain as follows
Inserting Eqs. (34) and (35) in Eqs. (31) and (32) we can express the potential and dynamics of GB Generalized Chaplygin Gas in flat universe as
As it is seen, potential and dynamics of GB Generalized CG are not function of δ variable.
Such as previous part, φ ′ can be calculated as below and by integration with respect to x variable, scalar field would be gained as
Simple calculation for scalar potential leads to
Two last equations are alike Eqs. (24) and (25), so the EoS parameter in term of φ would be the same as Eq. (26).
C. Gauss Bonnet Modified Chaplygin Gas
For obtaining the gas equation in a more satisfactory way, it is possible to consider a modification for GCG by adding a positive term which have a linear relation with density to the EoS as it is known modified Chaplygin gas (MCG). Hence, the relation between pressure and energy density for the MCG is given by . So the scalar potential and kinetic energy for MCG obtain as
These two parameters V (φ) and · φ are the same as Eqs. (36) (7) and (5) we could obtain A constant as
III. MODIFIED GAUSS BONNET DARK ENERGY
The energy density of modified GB models (MGB) is given by
where γ and λ are dimensionless constant [21] . Using friedmann equation in flat universe and in absence of matter, we have
By solving above equation H 2 is obtained as
Where η = γH 
With simple calculation as before we have
and we can write the EoS parameter regarding redshift, so it would be
Again we would try to examine the sign of deceleration parameter for MGB. As before, using Eqs. (49) and (48), q gains as
Because γ and H 2 0 are positive parameters so η always must be greater than −3. But using above equation would relieve us in order to determine some bound for free parameters of model. It is worth notice here that our universe has transition from deceleration to acceleration phase just for η > 0 and γ λ > 1. we would discuss on it in more details and improved the bounds at discussion section.
A. Modified Gauss Bonnet And Chaplygin Gas
Such as before we want to establish correspondence between MGB and CG model and reconstruct the potential and dynamics of scalar field in flat cosmology. For obtaining integration constant B ,we equate Eqs. (13) and (46), so we have
By using Eqs. (12), (13) from CG model and (50) from MGB model we can obtain constant
Substituting A and B in Eqs. (16) , (17) we have
Integrating with respect to x variable potential is obtained as
Scalar potential term takes the form
Here, we could gain scalar field and potential of scalar field with an exact solution for MGB model beside that the cosine hyperbolic potential is able to describe both dark matter and dark energy within a tracker framework [29] and we discuss on it in more details at discussion section. Again, by use of Eqs. (57) and (50) we obtain EoS parameter in term of φ as
Then, above equation shows that for MGB DE model, the EoS parameter for infinity value of φ reaches to −1 + 2γ 3λ
and just for limiting case where λ ≫ γ the EoS parameter for ΛCDM model (w Λ = −1) is regained.
B. Modified Gauss Bonnet And Generalized Chaplygin Gas
In this section we discuss correspondence between MGB model and GCG model then rewrite potential and dynamics of scalar field in flat universe. By equating Eqs. (28) and (46), constant B takes the form
Using Eqs. (27) , (28) and (50) constant A is gained as
Substituting A and B in Eqs. (31), (32), for potential and dynamics of MGB GCG we have
As before, φ ′ is obtained as
Integrating with respect to x variable have
Scalar potential takes the form as
As we could see from these equations V (φ) and φ are independent from δ that comes from CG or GCG models. In this way, w D (φ) is the same as Eq. (57), too.
C. Modified Gauss Bonnet And Modified Chaplygin Gas
In this section, we consider EoS parameter of MCG Eq. (41 ) which leads to Eq. (67) for energy density. Then, as before, equating it with MGB energy density Eq .(46), constant A would be calculate as
Because of the reason mentioned in section 2.3, V (φ) and 
IV. ADIABATIC SOUND SPEED
Above models can be considered as models which unified dark matter and dark energy so we have to study perturbations and the structure formation. Investigation the squared of sound speed, v 2 , would help us in order to determine the growth of perturbation in linear theory [30] . The sign of v 2 s plays a crucial role in determining the stability of the background evolution. Positive sign of v 2 shows the periodic propagating mode for a density perturbation and probably represents an stable universe against perturbations. The negative sign of it shows an exponentially growing mode for a density perturbation, and can show sounds of instability for a given mode. Squared of sound speed define as
Differentiating the equation of state , p = w D ρ with respect to time, we have
As it has been calculated for the EoS parameter we have w Λ = −1 −
3
· H H 2 (even for GB or MGB Eqs. (9) and (50)). Then using Eqs. (8), (68) and (69) we could gain a relation for the squared sound speed in flat universe as
For GB dark energy model by using Eq. (5) v 2 is obtained as
It is seen that the squared of sound speed is independent of scale factor and constant for
any time and its sign shows instability against the density perturbation. For MGB, Eq. (49) gives
Which reveals that v 2 can be positive if
. Thus an stable DE dominated universe may be achieved in this model. In the next section we would improve this bound for adopt bigger values, the transition point approaches to us and propels in time. By choosing the best values for q • (∼ −0.6) and also for transition point as (x ≃ −0.5) which has been parameterized recently by [31] , [32] and also is consistent with observations, [33] , we obtain some bounds for η and x → ∞, the scalar potential will reach to a constant. In addition, by increasing the ratio of γ λ the scalar field potential adopts bigger values.
As it is seen, Eq.(58) represent a cosine hyperbolic form for potential and makes it able to describe both dark matter and dark energy within a tracker framework. According to the quintessential tracker solution, our universe undergoes a phase from w = 0 to w = −1 and the effective equation of state value is w ef f = −0.75, [34] . The quintessence component tracks the background density for most of the history of the universe, then only recently grows to dominate the energy density and drives the universe into a period of accelerated expansion. The big advantage of the tracker solution is that it allows the quintessence model to be insensitive to initial conditions, [35] . So we use this feature in order to improve obtained bounds for parameters of our interest. In this way, Eqs. (52) On the other hand these equations for quintessence phase (w = − 
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we incorporate GB and MGB energy density combined with each of CG, GCG or MCG. This combination provides us a feature to obtain scalar field potential and scalar field with an exact solution.( Eqs. (21) , (25) and (24) for GB model and Eqs.(36), (39) and (40) for MGB model). In addition, by use of this trait we could calculate constant parameter A and B for GC, CGC and MCG models. Premier, it would ease in order to determine some bound for free parameters of model. The EoS and deceleration parameters for both GB and MGB models was calculated. For GB model, deceleration parameter is always negative except for −1 < ξ < 0, thus our universe which is characterize by GB dark energy model could not exhibit a transition from deceleration to acceleration phase. It is obtained that the EoS parameter for a universe with dark energy density in the form of GB DE model reaches to − 1 3 for infinity value of scalar field which represents a Quintessence phase of universe but never achieves phantom phase. Also, for ξ = 0 (i.e. 8αH we showed that as time goes, the scalar potential inclines to small values and at late time will reach to a constant. Our investigation onV (φ) for matter dominate and quintessence phase of universe showed that γ λ could not be 1 and 
